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Even a few years ago, there was a time when the corporate industry looked for the candidates
having fluency in English language as well as proper writing skill in the same. Now with the
changing course of time demands of the corporate heads are also increasing and so the basic
criteria for the appealing candidates are. Due to industrial globalization, importance of international
languages has increased largely. Besides having enough knowledge in English, aspirants are
required to learn some of the famous and widely spoken languages of the world too. It helps them to
find a job for the position of voice expert for some of those famous languages such as German,
Italian or french translation services.

If either you wish to get a job in a corporate industry or in a BPO industry it will be helpful for you to
acquire some knowledge in any of the foreign languages listed below:

French

German

Italian

Arabic

Spanish

Chinese

Japanese

If compared to Chinese language, French is easier to learn within a short span of time. If you devote
approximately six months then you will definitely become an expert in French translation service.
This will not only help you to grab the position of French translator in a BPO industry but would also
work as an additional qualification.

Before appearing for an interview session for the post of French translator, you should take exact
preparations. Usually you would be provided an opportunity to prove your excellence as a translator.
You might be asked to translate some sentences from French to English or vice versa. On the
contrary, you might have to face a speech delivery session where a verbal translation will take
place. Again, if it is a case of a written test then the concerned authority will check whether your
French sentences are grammatically correct or not.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a french translation, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a french translation!
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